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**Introduction**

Addition of oral interviews, musical recordings, interview transcriptions, and interview notes relating to Old Mines and the French in Missouri.

**Box List**

**Box 1**

Audio Cassettes
- Alfred Papin / Paul Morice
- Anna Pashia
- Charlie Pashia (Cathy and Dave Para)
- Edward E. Mueller / Stephan Parobok / Robert T. Rosebrough / Rose Pratt
- Folklore: The Universal Language / Old Mines French, Pete Boyer (3 Cassettes)
- French in Missouri, Old Mines
- Joseph Carriere Collection
- Natalie Villmer / Alice Widmer / LaDonna Hermann
- Old Mines Pageant
- Pete Boyer / Lucien and Rose Boyer / Charlie Pashia
- Pete Boyer and Louis Boyer, French Songs
- Pete Boyer, French Story / Mrs. Jodie Donati, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Piazza
- Pete Boyer, Potosi (2 cassettes)
- Professor McDermott
- Professor McDermott / Robert Rosebrough / Bernard A. Suellentrop
- Rosemary Thomas
- Rosie Pratt recites French rhyme / MFS meeting in Springfield, 1979
- Song Meeting 5, 1982

Audio Tape
- Missouri French Music

Interview Notes and Transcriptions
- Charlie Pashia
- Natalie Villmer
- Pierre Boyer